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u Small Business Focus
u Outsourced General Counsel Services
u Small Business Employment Law
u Trademark and Copyright Law
u Non-Profit Organization General Counsel
u Ask #MatttheLawyer Plans

Johnston Business Law Group Services



Topics in This Session

u The Scary S@$!
u Myth Busting
u Economic Reality Test
u What Regulators Are Looking For
u What Employers Can Do
u What Contractors Can Do
u What Ifs? (a.k.a. Q&A)



The CMB Slide
u I am A lawyer, but I am not YOUR lawyer (unless you hire me)
u We are may be talking “legal” stuff but this should not be 

considered privileged “legal advice”
u I assume that all questions are hypothetical situations, and 

you should assume my answers are hypothetical too
u The facts of your situation may call for different legal advice 
u If you need confidential legal advice you should consult an 

attorney.

Like this Guy



Scary Slide #1
• FedEx Ground settled 2 suits for a total of $486 Million ($9.8 million 

to Maryland drivers) in 2018.
• Uber’s former CEO was personally sued in California for more than 

$100 million in damages “as a precaution in case Uber is not 
around…[the CEO] will be personally liable for the damages.”

• $8.75 million settlement in California in 2017 involving couriers for 
Postmates, an on demand delivery service.

• $400,000 settlement in Pittsburgh for care providers in a nursing 
home.

• $410,000 to restaurant workers in Georgia who had been classified as 
independent contractors.



Scary Slide #2
Liability to employee for unpaid wages, overtime, 
expense reimbursement, and benefits.

Liability to state for unpaid UI, withholding taxes, and 
worker’s comp premiums. 

Employer may have to pay worker’s legal fees.



• Hiring a contractor with an LLC means I am 
safe.

• If I have a contract with a person that says they 
are an IC, I am safe.

• The worker gets to decide their status as an 
employee or a contractor

Myth Busting



• Once a contractor, always a contractor.

• I can hire someone as a contractor for a trial 
period, then hire them as an employee.

Myth Busting



Economic Reality Test
Two Core Factors

• Nature and degree of worker’s control over the work 
• How to do the work, where to do the work, and when to do 

the work

• Worker’s opportunity for profit/loss
• Does more money come from more hours for employer or 

for making changes or getting more clients.



Economic Reality Test
Three Other Factors

• Required skill needed for the work 

• Permanency of the relationship with employer

• Work part of an integrated unit of production



Another Slide that Sucks
• Sadly, the Economic Reality Test is not the only test

• When analyzing classification, circumstances matter

• Control Test (used by IRS primarily)

• ABC Test (used by Maryland for some matters)

• ABC+Test (used by some states)



• Logistics companies, like shipping, moving, delivery (Uber, 
Instacart, Door Dash)

• Installers of varying kinds, cable, home improvement, etc.

• Computer technicians and programmers

• Home healthcare workers, cleaners/cleaning franchises

• Construction/Landscaping industries

• Entertainment Industries

Who Regulators Look At



• 1st Red Flag: significant number of ICs doing the 
same work, particularly if ICs outnumber 
regular employees

• 2nd Red Flag: ICs with multi-year engagements 
and no other clients

• 3rd Red Flag: Former employees (W-2) and now 
ICs (1099) or seasonal ICs

What Regulators Look For



Three Fundamental Truths
• The Government presumes an Employer/Employee 

Relationship-deck is stacked against IC relationships

• The Gig Economy is growing. Government can’t keep up. 
Enterprising Plaintiff’s lawyers love IC misclassification suits

• The company/employer bears the burden of proving a 
proper IC relationship



How You Can Use Contractors

• Be deliberate and do your homework

• Consider temporary employees if needed

• Examine the length of need

• Examine the specialty of the skills needed.



What Employers Can Do
• Do Not Rely on A Contract or Labels-it won’t be enough

• Document, Document, Document—Do your due diligence 
to ensure contractor is actually a separate business

• No One Factor is dispositive, agencies and courts look a 
the whole picture

• I know it is self-serving, but consult a lawyer



What Employers Can Do
• Give up the control 

• Treat your ICs like ICs and not like employees

• Maintain your due diligence files for three years after 
the end of the engagement

• Have a state-of-the-art independent contractor 
agreement



What Contractors Can Do to Help

• Be and act like a full-fledged business 

• Always be looking for other clients and other 
engagements

• Assert your independence, maintain some distance

• Have a state-of-the-art independent contractor 
agreement



What Does Act Like A Business Mean
• Market, Market, Market—you should be looking to 

build your business not rely on one client

• Focus on a niche—a client should not be asking you to 
do their admin work, unless you are a virtual assistant

• If at all possible, avoid working for former employers 
early on



If it is too close to call: 

Hire the person as a temporary 
employee—there is nothing wrong 
with this action and it is the safest 
course



Time for 
What Ifs
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Johnston Business Law Group

“A contract is nothing more than a 
written description of a business 
relationship.”

If your business involves a large number of contracts, you 
do not have to fumble around in the dark. This short e-
book will guide you through a process of thinking about 
your business contracts in a way that will help you develop 
solid contracts that document the relationship with your 
customers.

E-Book Now on Sale



The preceding presentation is intended for educational and informational 
purposes only. The subject matter should not be construed as legal advice. No 
attorney client relationship is created through the presentation or reading of 
this presentation.
This presentation may be excerpted, reprinted, or redistributed under the 
Creative Commons Attribution-No Derivatives 4.0 license (CC BY ND 4.0). 
No changes may be made to this presentation without the written consent of 
the author.

All other rights reserved.
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